DISTRIBUTION OF DOCUMENTS

Note by the Secretariat

Delegations are hereby informed that as from 1 April 1973 the distribution of GATT documents will be effected exclusively through the GATT Documents Distribution Section. The distribution of GATT documents through boxes in the Palais des Nations will be discontinued as from the same date.

For the benefit of delegations having a permanent mission in Geneva boxes will be installed in the GATT building, Centre William Rappard, Office No. 39, Ground floor, from which representatives of delegations may collect the documents for their missions every day from 8 a.m. onwards. This arrangement will greatly facilitate the speedy distribution of documents as the daily set of documents to be distributed will be available to delegations at the commencement of office hours. The distribution of documents to delegations which do not wish to avail themselves of this facility will, as heretofore, take place through the postal services.

Delegations which wish to make arrangements for receiving the GATT documents daily through the boxes are requested to address themselves to the Chief, Documents Distribution (extension 2046).